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Abstract. Fusulineceans consisting of 56 species belonging to 3O

genera :rre distinguìshed from the Surmaq Formation distributed in the
Abadeh region, central Iran. Among them, 23 species, ìncluding three
species newly proposed: Parafusulina tarazi, SÈinnerella abadehensis,

and Sphaerwlina ìranensis, :rre systematicallv described and discussed.
Many microphotographs of fusulinaceans are illustrared so as to un-
derstand their wide intraspecific variation and to comp,rre them with
other faunas from the Tethyan regions. The Surmaq Formation is bi-
ostratigr:tphicallv djvided into sìx zones from lower to :upper'. Datna
sites ordínatus, Psewdcfusulina quasit'usulinrt'orm is, Eopolydiexodina per,
sica, Afghanella schencki, N eos chuagerina o ccidentalis, and Chus enella
abichi. The first zone is probably Yakhtashian, the second is possibly
Kubergandian, the third to fifth are Murgabian, and the last is Midjan
in age, based on the straligraphic distributìon and faunal correlation of
neoschwagerinìds and schwagerjnids in Middle Permian formatrons of
the Tethyan regions. Schrvagerinids are dominant in these six zones,
whereas aln-rost all neoschwagerinìds and verbeekinids are restricted
to the fourth and fifth zoncs. Middle Permian fusulìnacean far-rnas in
South 'ùlest Asian and Mediterranean Sea regions are rvell represented
by those of the Surmaq Formation, and paleobiogeographically assign-
able to Province A (Y/estern Tethl'xn Province). Fusulinacean faunas

of Province A are largely dilferent from those in Province B (Eastern
Tethl'an Province) by the very rare occurrence of typical Coldnia and
Lepidolina, and from Province C (Panthalassan Province) b1'rhe pres-
ence of Afghanella and Sumatnna.

Riassunto. Sono studiati i fusulinidi della Formazìone Surmaq
nella resione di Abadeh, Iran Centrale. Essi ammontano a 56 specìe

appàrtenenti a 30 generi. Vengono descrittc 23 specie, di cui 3 nuove:
ParaJusulina tarazi, Skinnerella abadehensis e Sphaerulìna ìranensis. La
faunr viene illustrata abbondantemente per comprendere la sua veri:L-

bilità :intraspecifica c poterla confrontare con altre faunc delle regìoni
tetidiane. l,a Formazione Surmaq può venir sucldivìsa in sei biozone, dal
basso in alto: Darnasites ordinatus, Pseucl.ofusulina quasífusuliniformis,
Eopol, diexodina p ersica, Afghanella s cbenclei, N e os cbt agerina occidenta-
lis e Chusenella abichi.Sulla bese della distribuzione e correlazione fau-
nistìca dei neoschr.agerinidi e schwagerinidi nel Permiano Medio della

Tetide, la prima zona è probabilmente di età Yakhtashiana, la seconda
è posibilmente Kubergandiana, dalla terza alla quinta sono di età Mur-
gabiana, e l'ultìma è dì età Midiana. Gli schwagerinidi sono dominanti
nelle sei 7-one, mentre quasi tutti i neoschwagerinidi e verbeekinidi so-
no lìmitati alla quarta e quinta zona. Le faune a fusulinidi delle reg:ionì

dell'Asìa sud-occidentale e del Mediterraneo sono ben rappresentate tra
quelie di Surmaq, le quali sono pertanto sono riferibili alla pror.incia
paleobìogeografica A (Provincìa della Tetide occidentale). I fusulinidi
della Provincia A sono sensibilmente diversi da quelli della Provincia B

(Provincia della Tetide orientale) con la presenza molto rar: di tipiche
Colania e Lepidolina, e da quelle della Provincia C (Provincìa del Pan-
thalassa) di cui sono presenrìAfghdnella e Swmatrina.

Introduction

Permian formations in the Abadeh region, central
Iran, are well-known for abundant occurrences of Per-
mian fusulinaceans and their conformable relationships
with the Triassic formations. They are composed mostly
of platform limestone, and divided from lower to upper
into the Surmaq, Abadeh, and Hambast Formations. Ge-
ologic ages of these three formations are thoughr ro be

Yakhtashian to Midian, Midian to Dzhulfian, and Dzhul-
fian to Dorashamian, respectively. The Surmaq Formation
is subdivided further into units 1,2, and 3, and overlies
unconformably the non-marine Carboniferous (Iranian-

Japanese Research Group 1981). According to Baghbani
(1997), the Surmaq Formation overlies the Vazhnan For-
mation of Asselian and Sakmarian age.

The Surmaq Formation contains many fusulinaceans
including neoschwagerinids, verbeekinids, and s chwager-
inids useful for biostratigraphic subdivision and paleobio-
geographic reconstruction. Fifty six species assignable to
3O genera of fusulinaceans characteristic of the South \il/est
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Asian and Mediterranean Sea regions are distinguished in
the Surmaq Formation (Kobayashi & Ishii 2OO2). Schwa-
gerinids are common throughout the formation, on rhe
other hand, dominant occurrences of neoschwagerinids
and verbeekinids are restricted to the middle part of the
formation. Fusulinacean faunal composition and species

diversity in the Surmaq Formation are dependent largely
on limestone lithology. They are important for the tec-
tonic history of the western part of the Cimmerian Con-
tinent, and evolution and extinction of fusulinaceans in
Permian time (Kobayashi & Ishii 2002).

The main purpose of this paper is to describe fu-
sulinacean faunas of the Yakhtashian to Midian Surmaq
Formation. Many microphotographs of fusuhnaceans are

illustrated here with so as to understand their wide in-
traspecific varìation. Systematically described in this paper
are 23 species, including three newly proposed species:
Parafws ulina tarazi, Sleinnerella abad.eh ens is, and Sph aer-
wlina iranensis. Preceding the systematic description, fu-
sulinacean biostratigraphy of the Surmaq Formation and
paleobiogeographic implications of the Surmaq faunas are

summarized.
All limestone samples used in this paper were col-

lected from the Surmaq Formation at the M-K, L, and
N-R sections and Estaki Mine in the Surmaq - Deh Bid
area of the Abadeh region (Fig. 1) in 1972 and 1975 by
the joint research project organized by Iranian and Japa-
nese geologists and paleontologists including one of us,

K. Ishii. Stratigraphy of Permian formations in this region
was described in detail byTaraz (1974) and Iranian-Japa-
nese Research Group (1981). Baghbani (1997) reported
occurrences oÍ Misellina spp., Maklaya sp., Cancellina
spp., Neoscbwagerina simplex, and Preswmatrina sp. lrom
the lower part of the Surmaq Formation in the Abadeh
region. These fusulinaceans of possibly Bolorian, Kuber-
gandian, and early Murgabian age have nor been distin-
guished in our materials.

All of limestone thin sections are registered and
stored in the Hayashibara Museum of Natural History
Okayama, Japan.

Fusulinacean biostratigraphy of the Surmaq Formation

Stratisranhic distribution of fusulinaceans in the
Surmaq Formation was examined in three columnar
sections, M-K, N-R, and L (Iranian-Japanese Research
Group 1981). The close reexamination on the identifi-
cation and biostratigraphic distribution of fusulinaceans
based on the original and newly added materials (Koba-
yashi 8e Ishii 2002) shows that the Surmaq Formation is

divisible biostratigraphically into six fusulinacean zones
from lower to upper: Daroasites ordinatws Zone, Pseudo-

fus ulina qwas fus ulinifurmis Zone, Eop o ly diexo dina p ersica

Zone, Afghanella schencki Zone, N eoschwagerina occiden-
talis Zone, and Cbusenella abichi Zone (Figs. 2, 3).

The alternating beds of thinly and thickly bed-
ded limestone with thin intercalation of chert and shale
containing abundant schwagerinids in the Estaki Mine,
8 km northeast of Abadeh (Iranian-Japanese Research

Group 1981) are designated as the Dantasites ordinatus
Zone. Identified species are DarrLasites ordìnatus, Cha-
laro s chru agerina c{. C. mengi, Ps e w dofus ulina fws formis,
Pamirina lez;eni, and others. The zonal index species and
other schwagerinids are known from the Yakhtashian to
Bolorian in South Vest Asia (e.g. Leven 1967). Primitive
species of Misellina showing Bolorian age are not found
in our materials from the Surmaq Formation. This zone
is thought to be probablyYakhtashian in age based on the
occurrence of Pamirina leveni.The Pseudofwsw/ina quasi-

fusuliniformis Zone, directly overlain by the Eopolydiexo-
dina persica Zone, rs devoid of any other schwagerinids ex-
cept for zonal species . Pseudofuswlina quasifwsulinifortnis
was described from the Kubergan dian Cancellina Zone of
the Southeast Pamir (Leven 1967). Precise correlation and
age determination are impossible, because no other reli-
able index species showing the Kubergandian are found
in the formation.

The Eopolydiexodina persica Zone represenrs rhinly
bedded limestone with abundant Eopolydiexodina persica.
The biostratigraphic range of this species extends to the
lower part of the overlyingAfghanella schencbi Zone rn the
M-K section. Eopolydiexodina is an index genus ranging
from the Kubergandian (Càncellina Zone) to the middle
Murgabian (N e o s chr.oagerina craticulìfera Zone) accord-
ing to Leven (1965). In Transcaucasus, rhe lower part of
the Murgabian Gnishik Formation is desìgnated as the
Eopolydiexodina persica Zone (Kotlyar et al. 19S9). Ai-
though this zone is probably thought to be early Murga-
bian, its more detailed correlation and age determination
are difficult because of absence of any neoschwagerinids
and verbeekinids in this zone.

The base o[ the Afghanella schenclei Zone is defined
by the first occurrence of Afghanella scbencki in the M-
K section, and its top is at the first occurrence of Neo-
scboengerina occidentalis in the N-R secrion. Species di-
versity becomes increasingly high in this zone. Besides
Afghanella scbenclei, this zone contains Afghanella sw-

matrinaeformis, Swmatrìna annae, Verbeekina heimi, Ru-
go s o s c hzo agerin a xan zen s i s, S leinn ere lla ab ad eb e n s i s n. s p.,
Parafusulina tarazi n. sp., and many others. Although
Sumatrina annae is thought to be zonal species in the
lower Midian (Leven 1993), this species ranges from the
basal part of the l/eoschr,uagerina Zone to the Lepidoli-
na shirairuensis Zone in the eastern Tethyan regions (e.g.

Toriyama 1958; Sheng 1963;Tortyama et al. 1975). This
zone is thought to be middle to late Murgabian in age

based on fusulinacean faunal assemblages in this zone.
The top of the Neoschzaagerina occidentalis Zone, over-
lying the Afghanella schenclei Zone, is at the first occur-
rence of Cbusenella abichi ln the N-R secrion. The strati-
graphic interval, tentatively treated as the 1,,[eoscbwagerina



Fig. 1 - Index map showrng the localities of the studied sections of
the Surmaq Formation in the Abadeh region by the Iranian

Japanese Research Group (1981).

baydeni Zone in the M-K section (Fig. 2), is probably
correlatable to a part ol the Neosch,uagerind occidentrl-
lis Zone in the N-R section (Kobayashi & Ishii 20A2).

More fusulinacean taxa are distinguished than in the un-
derlying Afghanella schencbi Zone. Neoschwagerina occi-
dentalis, N. baydeni, Sumatrina AnnAe, and others of this
zone are well-known and widespread in the South \X/est

Asia and Mediterranean Sea regions (e.g., Leven 1967,

1997;Kochansky-Devide & Ramovs 1955). This zone is

thought to be late Murgabian age rather than early Mid-
ian because of absence oÍ Yabeina and Chwsenella abichi
(Kobayashi & Ishii 2AA2).

The Chusenella abicbi Zone corresponds to the up-
permost part of unit 1, and units 2 and 3. The base of
this zone is defined by the first occurrence of Cbusenella

abichi. Chusenella abichi, C. sinensis, and C. brez,ipola are
not found from the same collections in association with
neoschwagerinids, verbeekinids, and other schwagerinids
in this zone. Among neoschwagerinids, Sumatrina annae

is exclusively found in fusulinacean algal packstone from
R-26 of the unit 2. On the other hand. most of limestone
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of this zone consists of wackestone and lime-mudstone.
Parafus ulina oas s isp ird,'Wwtuella'u) utuen s, and C b en ella

changanchiaoensis are restricted to this zone, and they
are associated with Sumatrina dnnae. Chusenella abicbi
is the index species of Midian of Trancaucasus (Ro-
zovskaya 1965; Kotlyar et a1. 1989; Leven 1998). This
zone is thought to be Midian in age by the occurrences
of these fusulinaceans.

Paleobiogeographic implications of the Surmaq fauna

Faunal analysis of Surmaq fusulinaceans aids in the
interpretation of paleogeographic and tectonic evolution
of terranes having Gondwana-affinities. Occurrence of
Pamirina throughout Tethyan regions is thought to have

resulted from global Yahtashian to Bolorian transgression.
Low species diversity of fusulinaceans in the Daruasites

ordinatws and Psewdofusulina quasfuswlìniformis Zones
are thought to be referable to the latitudinal control of
the Abadeh region in cool to warm temperate zones dur-
ing late Early to early Middle Permian time (Kobayashi
& Ishii 2002). Eopolydiexodina persica, abundant in the
Eopolydiexodina persica Zone, is very common in the
Kubergandian and Murgabian of Cimmerian terranes in
South Vest Asia and its surrounding regions (Kobayashi
& Ishii 2A04. Carbonate deposition was finished by early
Midian time in most of these regions.

Although no reliable index taxa showing sure Bo-
lorian to early Murgabian ages are found in our materiais,
many diverse fusulinaceans, including first appearing ne-

oschwagerinids and verbeekinids, are recognizable in the
Afghanella schenclei Zone.The Afghanella schenckl fauna is

repre s ented by Afgh an e lla s c b e n ck i, A. s um atrin aefo rmi s,

Sumatrina annae, Wrbeeleina heimi, Skinnerella abadeben-

sls n. sp., Parafusulina tarazi n. sp., Rugosoch,@agertna xan-
zensis, and others. Species diversity increases even more
in the Neoschwagerina occidentalis Zone where three spe-

cies of Neoscúrudgerina, two species of Armenina, and two
species ol Wrbeeleina first appear. Higher species diver-
sity in the middle to late Murgabian fusulinacean faunas

and dominance of verbeekinids and neoschwagerinids,
and lithologic characters tn the Afghanella schencki and
Neoschruagerina occidentalis Zones suggest the northward
movement of western Cimmerian terranes tos/ard the
tropical zones (Kobayashi & Ishii 2002).

These Murgabian fusulinacean faunas are closely
similar to those of South Vest Asian and Mediterra-
nean Sea regions. They are somewhat alike to those of
the East and South East Asia. Murgabian faunas in the
Tethyan regions are quite different from those found in
Permian limestone blocks of the Jurassic terranes of Ja-
pan and other Circum-Pacific regions where Afghanella
and Sumatrina are completely absent (Kobayashi 1992).

Fusulinacean faunal provincialism becomes evident and

more easily distinguishable in the these regions toward
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the end of Middle Permian. Phyletic evolution and pro-
vincial evolution of neoschwagerinids and verbeekinids
are shown clearly by the analysis of the ontogeneric de-
velopment of test characters and faunal composition in
each of these regions.

Fusulinaceans are rare and species diversity be-
comes poor in rhe Cbwsenella abichi Zone in the Abadeh
region as well as in Transcaucasus. Low species diversity
of faunas along with abrupt change of limestone facies in
this zone indicate a change of sedimentary environment
(Kobayashi & Ishii 2AA4.

The Chusenella abicbi fauna in the Abadeh region
and Transcaucasus is considered to be contemporaneous
with the Midian Yabeina fauna. The distribution of the
Yabeina fauna becomes more restricted than that of pre-
Midian faunas in South West Asian and Mediterranean
Sea regions, and faunal provincialism had increased more
rapidly throughout the Tethyan regions.

Based on time and space distribution, and phyletic
evolution of neoschwagerinids and verbeekinids, Middle
Permian fusulinacean faunas are largely divisible into Prov-
ince A (Vestern Tethyan Province), Province B (Eastern
Tethyan Province), Province C (Panthalassan Province) and

Province D (Cratonic North American Realm) (Fig. 4),
as proposed by Kobayashi (1997). It is concluded that the

Middle Permian fusulinacean faunas in the Abadeh region
are one of the most reprgsentative faunas in the Province A.

Systematic Paleontology

Superfamily Fusulinacea von Mol1er, 1828

Family Ozawainellidae Thompson and Foster, 1932

Genus Cbenella A. D. Miklukho-Maklay, 1959

Chenella changanchiaoensis (Sheng & \Wang)

Pl. 1, fig. 2-1

1962 Reichelina ? changanchiaoensls Sheng & \Wang, p. 178, 184, pl.
1, lrg. )-,/.

Material. One axial and two tangential sections.
Discussion. Test and height of each volution of the

present specimens are smaller than those of the origi-
nal ones from southern Jiansu, South China by Sheng 8c

Wang (1962). Original ones are associated with Metado-
liolina multi'oolwta (Sheng) and others, and the present
ones occur with Sumatrina annae Volz and others. This
species is characteristic in the upper Maokouan of South
China and the Midian.

F-ig. 2 - Fusulinacean biostratigraphy of the Surmaq Formation in the Abadeh region. The Datnasites ordinatus Zone is recognized in the Estaki
Mine and not in the other studied sections.
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Stratigraphic distribution. Rare in and restrict-
ed to R-26 of the unit 2 in the N-R section (Cbusenella

abich Zone).

Genus Pamirina Leven, 1920

Type species: Pamirina daroasica Leven, 1970, p.23,21, pi. 1, fig. 1-
1) )\ )4

1,970 Pamirina Leven, p.23 (original designation).
1973 ChinlìngellaWang & Sun, p. 152, 17l, type species: Chinlingella

cbinlingensis Wang & Sun, p. 152, 153,1,72, pl. 1, fig. 12, 1.7 32,
pl. 3, fig. 1, 5, 10 (original desìgnation).

1991 Pamirina (Pamirina) Ueno, p. 744 (name transfe.reo;.
1991 Pamirina (Lnenia) Ueno,p. 745,756(nameinvahdlvproposed);

type species: Pamirina leneni Kobayashi,19Z7, p. 1 1-14, pl. 1, fig.
r t-18.

1994 Pamirina (Levenella) Ueno, p. 405 (name proposed to replace).

Discussion. Pamirina is assignable ro the Oza-
wainellidae and nor to rhe Staffellidae as Loeblich &
Tappan (1988) thought on the basis of the spirothecal
structure, and is thought to be the ancestor of verbeekinid
fusulinaceans (Kobayashi 1977). This genus is an excel-
lent biostratigraphic indicator showing the Yakhtashian.
It is impossible to distinguish Ler,,enella from Pamirina
in subgeneric rank by slight differences of spirothecal
structure, shape and form ratio of test along with those
of volutions, and strarigraphic position, as lJeno (1991)
thought.

Pamirina leveni Kobayashi

Pl. 1, fìg. 1

1977 Pamirina leveniKobayashi, p. 11-11, pl. 1, fig. 13-38.

Material. One tangential section.
Discussion. A few specimens are recognized in as-

sociation with Darpasites ordinatus and others. The illus-
trated specimen is possibly identical with Parnirina leveni
based on its spirothecal srrucrure and mode of coiling.

Stratigraphic distribution. Rare in the basal parr
of the Surmaq Formation (Daruasites ordinatus Zone) at
the Estaki Mine.

Family Schubertellidae Skinner, 1931

Subfamily Schubertellinae Skinner, 193 1

Genus Yangchienia Lee, L934

Type species: Yangchienia iniqua Lee, 1934, p. 11, pl. 1, fig. 1, 1a.

1934 Yangchienia Lee, p. 14 (original designatìon).

Discussion. Some raxonomists assigne d Yangchienia
to the Fusulinidae based mainly on its spirothecal struc-
ture s/ith distinct diaphanotheca. Appearances of the early
ontogenetic stage of Yangchienia are nearly the same as

those of Schubertella, and different from those of mor-
phologically similar genera such as Pseudofusulinella that

Fig. 4 - Map shou-ing distribution of some neoschn'agerinid genera, and middle Permian (Murgabìan and Midian) fusulinacean provinces divrs-
ible into A, B, C, and D (after Kobayashi 1992).
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belongs to the Fusulinidae. As evidenced by the biostrati-
graphic distribution, no phylogenetic relationships are

recognizable between Yangchienia and Early Permian gen-

era of Fusulinidae. Accordingly, Yangchienia is reasonably

assignable to Schubertellinae of Schubertellioae.

Yangchienia haydeni Thompson

PI.2, fig. 1-10

1946 Yangchienia baydeni Thompson, p. 283. pl. 1, fig. 8-12.

Material. Illustrated four axia1, four tangential, one

sagittal, and one parallel sections.
Discussion. The type species of Yangchienia, Y. ini-

qua, was established on the basis of incomplete material
from South China by Lee (1934). Subsequent description
of this species from South China by Thompson (1935)

was based on specimens without the outermost volutions.
Vell-developed massive chomata except {or Schwbertella-
like inner volutions is characteris tíc to Y. iniqua. The Sur-
maq specimens are more similar to Yangcbienia haydeni
introduced by Thompso n (9a6) from the Bamian Lime-
stone rather thanY. iniqwa in their narrower asymmetrical
tunnel and not so massive chomata as those of Y. iniqua.
Y. haydeni closely resembles Y. tbompsoni proposed by
Skinner & Wilde (1966) from Sicily. The former is distin-
guished from the latter by smaller test, more asymmetrical
chomata, and not straight and irregular tunnei.

Stratigraphic distribution. Abundant in R-10 in
the N-R section (Neoscbwagerina occidentalis Zone),
common to rare in N-2. N-4. and N-5 in the N-R sec-

tron (Afghanella scbenclei Zone), and in K-20, K-33, and
K-37 in the M-K section (Afgbanella schenclei Zone).

Subfamily Boultoniinae Skinner & Wilde, 1954

Genus Cod.onofusiellaDunbar tr Skinner, 1937

Codonofusiella schubertellaeformis (Sheng)

Pl. 1. fig. 3,{-38

1958 Dunbarula schubertellaeformls Sheng, p. 283, pl. 1, fig. 8-12.

Material. Three axial, one tangential, and one ob-
lique sections.

Discussion. The outermost volution in the mature
stage is uncoiled in the original Chinese and the present
Surmaq specimens. They are assignable rc Codonofwsiella
rather than Dwnbarula. However, their uncoiled volutions
are not so clear as in typical forms belongingto Codono-

fwsìella, including C. tenuissima Sheng from the Surmaq
Formation shown in Pl. l, fig. 39-42 in this paper.

Stratigraphic distribution. Rare in R-3 in the N-
R section (l',leoschwagerina occidentalis Zone), and K-
32/33 and K-33 in the M-K section (Afghanella scbencki

Zone).

Genus Dwnbarula Ciry, 1948

Dunbarula cf. D. mathieui Ciry
Pl. 1, îie. 27, 28

Cf. 1948 Dunbarula mathieui Ciry, p. 108, pl. 1, fig. 1-13.

Material. One axial and one sagittal secrions.

Discussion. The original specimens described by
Ciry (19a8) and topotype ones by Skinner & \7ilde (1962)

from Tunisia have larger test, and more strongly fluted
and more number of septa than the present Surmaq ones.

The original ones are accompanied by evolved forms of
Neoscbruagerina as well as the Surmaq ones. Well-orient-
ed mature specimens are too poorly preserved to under-
stand the morphologic variation of test characters of the
present ones. They are comparable to Dwnbarula math-
ieui wrth reservation.

Stratigraphic distribution. Rare in and restricted
to R-10 in the N-R section (l,,leoscbr.uagerina occìdenta-

lis Zone).

Genus Wutuella Sheng, 1963

Wutuella wutuensis (Kuo)

PI.1, fig.12-15

1949 Gallouaiinella uutuensis Kuo, p. 233, pl. 1, fìg. 1-3.

Material. Two sagittal and two oblique sections.
Discussion, Exact test characters of the present

specimens are unknown because of no well-oriented ax-

ial sections in the mature stage. Floweveq they are very
close to the original ones described from southern Gan-
su, China by Kuo (1949) in size of test, numerous vo-
lutions, septal count, and intensely and regularly fluted
septa throughout test.

Stratigraphic distribution. Rare in and restricted to
R-26, unit 2 in the N-R section (Cbusenella abich Zone).

Family Schwagerinidae Dunbar & Henbest, 1930

Subfamily Schwagerininae Dunbar & Henbest, 1930

Genus Daroasites A. D. Miklukho-Maklay, 1959

Darvasites ordinatus (Chen)

PI.3, fig. 1-4

Iel4 hiricites ordinarus Chen. p. 38. J9, pl. 7.lig.5-7.

Material. Illustrated two axial, one sagittal, and one

tangential sections.
Discussion. The size of the test of the Surmaq

specimens is larger than in the original ones from South
China by Chen (1934). Among the described specimens,

they are the closest to those from the Southeast Pamir
by Leven (1967).
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Stratigraphic distribution. Common in the basal

part of the Surmaq Formation (Dar-uasites ordinatws Zone)
at the Estaki Mine.

Genus Parafwsulina Dunbar Er Skinner, 1931

Paraf usulina crassispira Leven

Pl. 4, fig. s-8

1.967 Parafusulìna multiseptata crassìspira Leven, p. 1 72, pl. 1 8, fig. 3, 5

Material. Illustrated two axial, one sagittal, and
one oblique sections.

Discussion. Although fully-grown specimens are

few because of abrasion of the outer tgsr, the present
specimens are probably identical with the original ones
described as a subspeci es oî Parafwsulina muhiseptata {rom
the Southeast Pamir by Leven (1967).

Stratigraphic distribution. Abundant in and re-
stricted to R-26, Unit 2 in the N-R secrion (Cbwsenella
abich Zone).

Parafusulina tarazÍ n. sp.

Pl. a, fig.9; Pl.5, fig. 1-6

Origin of the name. After Dr. Hooshang Taraz, former chief
geologist of the Geological and Mineral Sun'ey of Iran, successfully con-
ducted the Iranian-Japanese joint research project in the early 1970's.

Type specimens. Holotype HMNS-536 (Pl. 5, fig. 5). Paratypes

HMNS-534A (Pl. a, fig. e), HMNS-542 (Pl. 5, fig. 1), HMNS-5348
(Pl. s, fig. 2), HMNS-510 (P1. s, fig. 3), HMNS-952 (Pl. 5, fig. a), and
HMNS-53/ (Pl. s, fig.6).

Material. Illustrated six axial, one sagittal sections.
Diagnosis. Medium-sized specres of Parafusulina wirh intense-

ly and rather irregularly fluted septa, someu'l-rar thick spirotheca, and
absence of axial filling.

Description. Test subcylindrical, with broadly
arched to straight periphery slightly convex lateral slopes

and rounded to bluntly pointed poles. Mature test with
about seven volutions, more than 1O mm in length, about
4 mm in width, 

^nd 
2.6 in form ratio. Proloculus large,

subspherical or irregular. Its longer diameter ranging from
0.38 to 0.65 mm in the illustrated seven specimens. Half
length and height of volution increase slowly, and their
measurements depended on orientation of longer diam-
eter of proloculus in thin sections. From the first to sev-
enth volution of the holotype specimen, A.70,1..1.2, 1..81.,

2.48, 3.16, 4.36, and 5.27 mm in half length; 0.30, 0.51,

0.82, 1..1.4, 1..51., 1..84, and 2.11 mm in height of volution;
and 2.3,2.2,2.2,2.2,2.1.,2.4, and 2.5 in form ratio.

Septa intensely and rather irregularly fluted
throughout test. Septal count from the first to seventh
volution 7, 77, 22, 33, 36 (?), more than 37, and more
than 6 in the specimen HMNS-534B shown in Pl. 5, fig.
2. Cunniculi developed in outer volurions, but nor so

clear as in most specíes of Parafuswlina. Tunnel low and
its path not straight. Indistinct chomata rudimentarily
present only on proloculus. Axial filling absent.

PLATE 1

Fig. 1 - Pamirina leveni Kobayashi. Tangential section, HMNS-832, Estaki Mine, x 60.

Fig.2-4 - Chenella changanchiaoensus (Sheng & \fang). 2: axial section, HMNS-669A; 3, 4: tangential sections, 3: HMNS-666B; 4: HMNS-
6698, all from R-26, x 40.

Fig.5,6 - Rawserella sp.5: oblique section, HMNS-961, N-5, x 50;6: tangential section, HMNS-984, N-10/11, x 40.

Ftg.7-9 - Bouboniasp.Axialsections,T: HMNS-818A,K-59;8: HMNS-776,K-36/37;9:HMNS-266,K-33;allx40.

Fig. 1O - Minojapanella sp. Tangential section, HMNS-523, N-2, x 32.

Fig. 11 - Wutuella sp. Oblique section, HMNS-623, R-4, x 20.

Fig. 12-15 - Wutuellauutuensis (Kuo). 12, 15: oblique sections;13, 14: sagittalsections, 12: HMNS-662B;13: HMNS-672; 14:HMNS-6ZO;15:
HMNS-669C, all from R-26; 12, 15: x 20; 73, 1.4: x32.

Ftg. 1'6-26 - Dunbarula simplex (Lange).16-21,21: axial sections; 22,23,25,26: sagittal sections, 16:HMNS-602; 17: HMNS-608; 18: HMNS-
672;1'9: HMNS-605;20: HMNS'624; 21: HMNS-557; 22: HMNS-611;23: HMNS-5948;24: HMNS-584B; 25: HMNS-889; 26:
HMNS-594C; 16, 17,19,22,23,26: N-12; 18:R-0; 2O:N-10;21:N-/;24:N-11;25:K-3Z,allx40.

Fig.27,28 - Dunbarulacf.D.mathieuiCiry.2T:sagittal section,HMNS-6288;28:axialsection,HMNS-630B;bothfromR-10,27:x32;28: x30.

Fig.29-31 - Dunbarula spp. Axial sectìons, 29: HMNS-916; 3O: HMNS-928A; 31: HMNS -9288, all from L-16, 29: x 8a;30, 31: x 40.

Fig. 32-33 - Dunbarula nana Kochansky-Devide & Ramovs. Axial sections, 32: HMNS-555, N-5; 33: HMNS-530, N-2, both x 40.

Fig. 34-38 - Codonofusiella schubertellaeforzis (Sheng). 34, 35: axial sections; 36, 38: tangential sections; 37: oblique section, 34: HMNS-6208; 35:
HMNS-Z60A; 36: HMNS-567; 3Z: HMNS-619; 38: HMNS-7608; 34, 37: R-3; 35, 38: K-33; 36: K-32/33;34,37: x 30, others x 40.

Fig.39-42 - Codonofusiellatenuissima Sheng.39,41:tangentialsections;40:axialsection; 42:parallelsection,3g: HMNS-S808;40:HMNS-
937;41 HMNS-9354; 42: HMNS-935B, 39: N-10; others from N-1, 39: x 40; others: x 50.

Frg. 43-44 - Yangchienia thompsoni Skinner Sr \flilde. Axial sections, 43: HMNS-958, N-5; 44: HMNS-943, N-2; both x 32.

Fig. 45-46 - Kablerina spp. Parallel sections, 45: HMNS-666D, R-20; 46: HMNS-619, R-3; both x 30.

Frg.47-49 - Stffilla spp. Axial sections, 47: HMNS-ZZ1 ,K-36/37;48: HMNS-967, N-5; 49: HMNS-939, N-2; all x 20.

Fìg. 50 - Neofusulinella sp. Axial section, HMNS-929B, N-10/11, x 32.
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Discussion. This new species closey resembles
Parafusulina mwbiseptata (Schellwien) from South Chi-
na by Chen (1934), and is also similar to the specimens
identified with P multiseptata from the Southeast Pamir
by Leven (1967). Howeveq the former has a larger tèst
than the latter two, and axial filling is not present in the
former. Parafwsulina mubiseptata multiseptata from the up-
per Kubergandian of central Afghanistan by Lys and Lrp-
parent (1971) also resembles the present new species, but
septal fluting is stronger and more irregular in the latter.

Parafusulina tarazi n. sp. is somewhat alike to
Parafuswlina himalayensis Ozawa and Gupta originally
described from the Karakorum Range (Gupta & Ozawa,
1985) and from the Surmaq Formation. It is easily distin-
guished from P bimayayensis by smaller proloculus, and
much smaller height of volution and half length of the
corresponding volution in this new species.

Stratigraphic distribution. Abundant in N-2, N-4,
and N-5 in the N-R section (Afghanella schencki Zone).

Genus PseudofwswlinaDunbar & Skinner, 1931

Pseudofusulina quasifusuliniformis Leven

PI.3, fig. 12, 13

19 67 Pseudofusulinaquasfusulinìfurmls Leven,p. 151,152,p1.12,Íig.7 -9.

Material. Illustrated two axial sections.
Discussion. Well-developed axial filling, rather thin

spirotheca, fluted septa throughout test of the present
specimens resemble those of the original ones from the
Cancellina Zone o{ the Southeast Pamir by Leven (1967).
However, the former has more number of volutions and
more tightly coiled inner volutions.

Stratigraphic distribution. Rare to common in
M-3, M-1, and K-O in the M-K secrion (Pseud.ofuswlina

qwas ifu s u lin iform i s Z one) .

Genus Skinnerella Coogan, 1960

Type species: Parafusulina schucherti Dunbar & Skinner, 1937,

p. 672-674, pl. 64, tig.9-12.

1 960 Parafus ulina ( Skinnerella ) Coogan, p. 262 (original designation).
1971 Parafusulina (Skinnerella) Skinner, p. 2, 3 (diagnosis emended).

1997 SJeinnerellaYachard, in Vachard et il., p.7 62,764 (name transferred).

Discussion. The diagnostic test characters of
Parafusulina (Skinnerella) were made clearer than those
of the original designation by Coogan (1960) through
the emendation by Skinner (1971). This genus is dis-
tinguished from Parafusulina by mode of septal fluting
and phrenotheca, and poorly-developed cunniculi. Skin-
ner (1971) doubted the subgeneric-rank distinction be-

tw e en Par afw s w I i n a ( Par afu s u li n a ) and Par afu s u I i n a ( S k i n -
nerella) based on apparent morphologic dissimilarities.
Howeveq Skinner postponed his conclusion, and followed
Coogan's taxonomic treatment. Vachard (Vachard et al.,

1997) thought that these two are distinctive in generic
rank, and insisted that Skinnerella originated in the Tex-
as-Mexico-Guatemala regions in early to middle Leon-
ardian time and then migrated to the Tethyan regions in
Kubergandian time.

In Japan, Sleinnerella yabei (Hanzawa) and its de-

scendant forms range biostratigraphically from the Misel-
lina claudìae Zone ro at least the l,{eoschr.uagerina craticu-
lifera Zone (Kobayashi's unpublished data). In the Aba-
deh region, Skinnerella abadehensis n. sp. is associated

withAfghanella scbencki. These Japanese and Iranian ex-

amples show the gews Skinnerella rangins up into the
middle to upper Murgabian in the Tethyan regions.

Skinnerella abadehensis n. sp.

PI.6, fig. 1-8; Pl. 7, fig. 1-7

Origin of the name. After geographic name of Abadeh, cen-

tral Iran.
Type specimens. Holotype HMNS-561 (P1.6, fig. 1). Paratypes

HMNS-568 (Pl. 6, fig.2), HMNS-854 (Pl. 6, fig.3), HMNS-581A (Pl.
6, fig. a), HMNS'572B (Pl. ó, fig.5), HMNS-5zs (Pl. 6, fig. 6), HMNS-
580A (Pl. 6, Íig. t), HMNS-56e (Pl. 6, fig. 8), HMNS-852 (Pl. z, fig.
1), HMNS-525 (Pl. z, fig.2), HMNS-523 (Pl. 7, fig. 3), HMNS-570A
(Pl. z, fig. 4), HMNS-z2e (Pl. 7, fig. s), HMNS-5Z/A (Pl. z, fig. 6),
and HMNS-5/OB (Pl. Z, fig. /).

Material. Illustrated ten axial, three sagittal, and two tangen-
tial sections.

PLATE 2

Fig. 1-10 - Yangchienia haydeniThompson. 1-3, 5, 7: axial sections; 4: sagittal section; 6, 9, 1O: tangential sections; 8: parallel section, 1: HMNS-
6304; 2: HMNS-628E; 3: HMNS-6344; 4: HMNS-6318; 5: HMNS-628D; 6: HMNS-631C;7: HMNS-627A; 8: HMNS-633; 9:

HMNS-634B; 1O: HMNS-6358, all from R-10, all x 20.

Fìg.11-19 - SpbaerulinairanensisKobayashiErlshiin.sp.ll-15,18:nearlyaxialsections;16,19:tangentialsections;1/:sagittalsection,l,l:
holotype; others: paratypes, 11: HMNS-6104; 12: HMNS-617A;13: HMNS-603; 1,{: HMNS-593A; 15: HMNS-594A; 16: HMNS-
873;17: HN{NS-6018; 18: HMNS-610B; 19: HMNS-601A, 12: R-2, 16: K-17; others fromN-12, all x20.

Fig. 20-26 - Nankinella orbicularia Lee. All nearly axial sections, 20: HMNS-710; 21: HMNS-959; 22: HMNS-533; 23: HMNS-252; 2'f : HMNS-
7441,1'25: HMNS-Z41;26: HMNS-858,20: M-6;21:N-5;22: N-3;23-25:K-2A;26:K-1.7;21,22:x 20; others r 15.

Fig. 27:A - Pseudoendothyra sp.27-29: axìal sections; 3O: tangential sections; 27: HMNS-5938; 28: HMNS-6a98;29: HMNS-609A; 30: HMNS-
604, all from N-12, x 20.
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Diagnosis. Large-sized species ol Skinnerella hav-
ing ellipsoidal to inflated fusiform test characteristically
showing hexagonal outline in axial sections, very large and

irregular-shaped proloculus, intensely and rather irregu-
larly fluted septa sometimes showing mushroom-shaped
folded septa (Skinner 1971), and complexly combined
adjacent septa even in the median part of test in axial

s ectlons.
Description. Test ellipsoidal to inflated fusiform,

with straight to broadly arched peripheryr, convex to
straight lateral slopes, and rounded to bluntly pointed
poles, commonly showing hexagonal outline in axiai

sections. Mature test with seven to nine volutions, and

mostly more than10 mm in length and more than 6 mm
in width giving form ratio from 1.7 to 2.4. Proloculus
very 1arge, subspherical, ellipsoidal, or rectangular, and

highly variable in its shape, attaining more than 1 mm in
its longer diameter. The first volution appears to be an

irregularlv-shaped chamber comparable to the circum-
proloculus chamber in some specimens (ex. Pl. 6, fig. 1,

5, 8; Pl. 7, fig.1,4). Shape and size of inner voÌutions
depended largely on orientation of irregularly-shaped
proloculus in thin sections. Spirotheca thin in compari-
son with large test, and composed of tectum and finely
alveolar keriotheca.

Septa intensely and rather irregularly fluted
throughout test, resulting in the mushroom-shaped
folded septa (Skinner;1971) characteristic in the septal

fluting of SbinnerelLa, and complexly combined folds of
adjacent septa even in the median part of test (P1. 6, fig.
3). Septal counr 40 or more in outer volutions. Cunniculi
very poorly developed in outer volutions, but not found
in most specimens. Phrenotheca indistinct. Tunnel low.

Chomata present on proloculus and partly in the first
volution. Secondary deposits generally well developed in
both sides of tunnel regions, and showing X-shaped dis-

PLATE 3

Fig. 1-a - Daruasites ordinatus (Chen). 1: oblique section, HMNS-
833; 2: axial section, HMNS-842; 3: sagittal section,

HMNS-849; .1: tangential section, HMNS-836, all from
Estaki Mine, x 10.

Fig. 5-9 - Chalaroschu,agerina c[. C. mengi (Chen). 5-8: axial sec-

tions; 9: oblique section,5: HMNS-8414; 6: HMNS-839;
7: HMNS-S37; 8: HMNS-842; 9: HMNS-83'1, all from
Estaki Mine, x 10.

Fig. 10, 11 - Pseudofuswlína fusifurmis (Schellwien & Dyhrenfurth).
Axial sections, 10: HMNS-8,l18, 11: HMNS-850, both
from Estaki Mine, x 10.

Fig. 12, 13 - Pseudofuswlína quasi.fuswliniformís Leven. Axial sections,

12: HMNS-716, M-1; 13: HMNS-223, M-3, both x 10.

Fig. I1-17 - Eopolydiexodina persica (Kahler). Megalospheric forms,
14-16: axial sections; 17: sagittal section. 14: HMNS-
930, N-1; 15: HMNS-930, N-1; 16: HMNS-515, P-9; 17:

HMNS-247, K-20; 1,1a, 15, 16: x 5; 14b, 19: x 10.
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tribution as clearly shown in tangential sections (Pl. 7,

fig. 6,7). Those in axis regions referable to axial filling
are nearly lacking.

Discussion. Skinnerella abadehensis is considered to
be one of the most specialized Skinnerella from such di-
agnost;c characters as shape ol test. very ìarge irregular-
shaped proloculus with circum-proloculus chambeg and

secondary deposits well developed in both sides of tunnel
region. Highly wide variation in many test characters of
this new species is represented by the illustrated specimens.

These differences are thought to be intraspecific variation.
General appearances of the present new species seem to be

iargely different from those of elongate fusiform to elon-
gate subcylindrrcal Skinnerella. The Surmaq specimens.

however, are surely assignabie rc Skinnerella from impor-
tant and essential characters diagnostic to this genus.

The present new species are most similar to Parafw-

sulina yabei asiatica originally described from the Kuber-
gandian of the Southeast Pamir by Leven (1967).Hol .'r-

ever, the former is distinguished from the latter by more
irreguiarly fluted septa and the distribution pattern of
secondary deposits. Concerning the development of sec-

ondary deposits and septal folding, Skinnerella abadehen-

sis is more similar to Parafusulina (Sleinnerella) asiatica

from the Karakorum Range by Gupta and Ozawa (1985).
The former is distinct from the latter by its larger test,
proloculus, height and width of corresponding volutions,
and more strongly fluted septa.

Stratigraphic distribution. Abundant in N-2, N-7,
and N- 1 0 in the N-R section (Afgbanella schencki Zone),
and common inK-17 in the M-K section (the base of the
Afgh an e lla s c h en c ki Zone) .

Subfamily Chusenellinae Kahler & Kahler, 1966

Genus Chusenella Hsu, 1942

Type species: Cbusenella ishanensis Hsu, 1942, p. 125, text-fig. 1.

1942 Cbusenella Hsu, p. 175 (original designation).
1.955 Orientoschuagerina A. D. Miklukho-Maklay, p. 573,574; type

species: Orientoschuagerina abichi A. D. Miklukho-Maklay, p.

574, îig. 1a, 1b (original designation).
1.966 Chusenella (Sosioella) Skinner & \lìlde, p. 10; type specres:

Chusenella sosioensis Pasini, 1964, p.172-1.78, pl. 10, fig. 1-4;

pl. 11, fig. 1-a.

1975 Cbusenella (Chusenella) Rozovskaya, p. 102, 103 (name trans-
ferred).

Discussion. A. D. Miklukho-Maklay (1955) indi-
cated close morphologic similarities of Orientoschwage-

rina from the lower Permian of Transcaucàsus fo Paras-

chzuagerina and Acerz,oschtt,agerina among known ge-

nera. Comparison with the genus Chusenella, however,
was not done in his description. It is well known that
Orientoschraagerina abichi is characteristic in the Upper
Permian of Transcaucasus since the re-study of topotype
materials by Scherbovich (196a). Rozovskaya (1975)

thought that Orientoschuagerina is a junior synomym
of Chusenella, and recognized the taxonomic validity of
Chwsenella (Chwsenella) and Cbusenella (Sosioella). The
latter is hardly distinguishable from the former by the
difference of mode of septal fluting as Skinner & \íil-
de (1966) suggested. Orientoschwagerina and Chwsenella

(Sosioella) are reasonably considered to be junior syno-
nyms of Cbusenella.

Chusenella abichi (A. D. Miklukho-Maklay)
Pl.9, fig.3-14; Pl. 12, fig. 14, 15

1955 Orientoschuagerina abichi A. D. Miklukho-Maklay, p. 574, frg.

1a, 1b.

Material. Illustrated four axial, one sagittal, four
tangential, and three para1le1 sections.

Discussion. The Surmaq specimens are quite iden-
ticalwith the original ones described by A. D. Miklukho-
Maklay (1955), and the subsequent ones by Scherbovich
(1964) from Transcaucasus. This species is easily distin-
guishable from other species of Cbusenella such as C. bre-

vipola (Chen), C. conicocylindrìca Chen, and C. sinensis

Sheng in the Surmaq and original Chinese specimens by
size, shape, and form ratio of test as well as those of each

volution. Low specific diversity ol the Chusenella abichi
faunas should be noted along with the association of nei-
ther verbeekinids and neoschwagerinids nor other genera

of schwagerinids in the Surmaq Formation.
Stratigraphic distribution. Abundant in L-16, unit

3 in the L section, and rare to common in R-15, the up-
per part of unit 1 in the N-R section, and K-58 and K-

flg. 1

F;. )-4

Fio q

PLATE 4

Argillaceous limestone containing abundant specimens of Eopolydiexodina persica showing orientation of longer diameter of test

parallel to bedding plane, HMNS-513, P-9, x 2.4.

Eopolydìexodinapersica (Kahler). Axial sections of microspheric forms,2: HMNS-522;3: HMNS-5188 (: Pl. 12, fig.16);4: HMNS-
521 (: Pl. 1.2,frg.1.7), all from P-9,2a,1a: x 5; 3a: x 3; 2b, 3b, 4b: x 10.

Parafusulinacrassispira Leven.5: sagittalsectìon;6-8: axialsections,5: HMNS-668;6: HMNS-666A;7: HMNS-662A;8: HMNS-
620. all from R-26. x 10.

Parafwsulina tarazi Kobayashi & Ishii n. sp. Axial section of paratlrpe, HMNS-534A, N-4, x 10.
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section (Chusenella

Subfamily Polydiexodininae A. D. Miklukho-Maklay, 1!53

Genus E opolycliexo dina Vllde, 197 5

Type species: Polydiexodina afghanensis Thompson, 1946, p.

15a-1.52, pl. 2a, fig. 1 -6; pl. 26, fig. 1 -7 .

1.975 Eopolydiexod.ina \(/ilde, p. 26 (original designation).

Discussion. Eopolydiexodina rs considered to be a

direct descendant of Sleinnerina from close similarities of
intensely and regularly fluted septa in inner volutions of
microspheric forms, and obscure, probably lacking, me-
dian tunnel except for juvenile volutions of microspheric
forms. Dimorphism is very distinct in this genus. Eopol-
ydiexodina is not known from an1-where in the Circum-
Pacific regions.

It is vridely distributed in the Murgabian (middle
Guadalupian) of the Cimmerian Terrane of South \lest
Asia and Mediterranean Sea regions assignable paleobio-
geographically to Province A (\Vestern Tethyan Province),
and also known from coeval formations of Middle. East.

and South East Asia belonging to Province B (Eatern
Tethyan Province). Although time- and space-distribution
of Polydiexodininae is important paleobio geo graphically
(Kobayashi & Ishii 2002), its evolutional mechanism in-
ciuding its migration path has remained uncertain.

Eopolydiexodina persica (Kahler)

Pl. 3, fig. 14a,14b,15,1.6,1.7; Pl. a, fig. 1,2a2b,3a, 3b, 4a, 4b;

Pl. 1.2, hg. 1.6, 17

1.933 PolydiexodinapersicaF. Kahler, p. 168, pl. 17, fig.1,2a-2c.

Material. More than ten axial and many other sec-

tions are examined, among which three axial and one sag-

ittal sections of megalospheric forms, and three axial sec-

tions of microspheric forms are illustrated.
Description of megalospheric form. Test very

large, elongate cylindrical to subcylindrical, with broadly
inflated periphery and broadly rounded poles. Size of test
in fully-grown specimens exactÌy unknown in thin sec-

tions due to abrasion of external parts of test and broadly
curved axis of coiling. In mature specimens, length more
than 28 mm and width more than 5 mm, giving approxi-
mate form ratio 4.5 to 6. Number of volutions in fullv-

mature stage up to 11 or 72.

Proloculus subspherical or irregular. very large.

mostly more than 0.7 mm and sometimes over than 1

mm. Heights of volution increase slowly and irregularly.
But, they are highly variable in specimens, and depend

on shape and orientation of longer diameter of prolocu-
lus in thin sections. Height of volution from the first to
1 Oth volution A.61, A.79, A.9 6, 1..1. 6, 1.3 5, 1.56, 1.81, 2.10,
2.31, and 2.54 mm in the specimen (HMNS-930) shown
in Pl. 3, fig. 14. Half length of their corresponding volu-
tion is unknown due to dense axial filling.

Septa intensely and regularly fluted throughout
test. Cunniculi n'el1 developed throughout. Median tun-
nel indistinct, and probably lacking. Multiple tunnels ac-

cessarily developed in all volutions and even in their polar
regions except for inner volutions. Number of tunnels
unknown, because they are well recognizable in tangen-
tial sections and uncertain in axial sections. More than 20

accessary tunnels countable in outer volutions of mature
specimens. Axial filling well developed in most of speci-

mens. Chomata rbsenr.
Description of microspheric form. Test much

more larger and more elongate, with more volutions and

more irregularly-curved axis of coiling in microspheric
forms than in megalospheric. Length possibly more than
80 mm and width more rh.ìn 7.7 mm, giving form ratio
more than 1O in the l4qgesl specimen, but unknown ex-

actly. Number of volution more than 20.

Proloculus 24 and 28 (?) microns in the specimen
HMNS-521 (P1.,1, fig. 4a,1b: Pl. 12, fig. 17) and HMNS-
518 (Pl. 4, fig. 3a, 3b; Pl. 12, fig.16), respectively. Inner
three juvenile volutions have chomata and central tun-
nel, and are coiled askew to the axis of coiling of later
volutions.

Keriotheca is not developed and septa are almost
plane in their juvenile volutions so as to appear Fusiel-
/a or small-sized Schubertella. Septal fluting especially in
the succeeding eight to ten volutions are closely similar
to that in Skinnerina.

Discussion. Examination of Surmaq specimens re-
veals that many specimens from different localities are

needed for understanding the intrapopulational variation
and morphologic comparison of Eopolydiexodina. Most
biocharacters are highly variable quantitatively and quali-
tatively, largely depending on the orientation of axial sec-

tions because of arched axis of coiling, and that of longer
diameter of irregularly-shaped proloculus in thin sections.

Fig.1-6

PLATE 5

ParafuswlinataraziKobal,ashi Ei Ishii n. sp.5: holotl'pe; others: paratl.pes, i,3-6: axial sectìons;2: sagìttal section, 1: HMNS-542;
2: HMNS-534; 3: HMNS-540; ,{: HMNS-952; 5: HMNS-536; 6: HMNS-53/,'Í: N-5; others from N-,1, all x 10.

Parafusulina himalayensìs Ozana & Gupta. Axial sections, /: HMNS-202; 8: HMNS-69/; 9: HMNS-691; all from R-3, x 10.
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The present materials are tentatively named Eopoly-
diexodina persica whtch was first introduced among more
than ten species of Eopolydiexoclina tn the Tethyan re-
gions. As well as the Abadeh region, the type locality
(Darreh-Duzden area) of this species is assignable tec-
tonically to the Helmand-type Zone (Boulin 1988) of
central lran.

The Surmaq specimens seem to be alike to those
identified with this species by Douglas (1950) from the
southeastern Iran.

Further comparison of this species is postponed
until diagnostic characters of the topotype specimens

are made clear.

Stratigraphic distribution. Abundant to common
in P-4, P-5, P-9, and N-1 in the N-R section (Afghanella

scbencki Zone), and K-2, K-3, K-5, K-7, and K-10 (Eopol-
yd.iexodina persica Zone), and K-20 (Afghanella schencki

Zone) in the M-K section.

Subfamily Pseudoschwagerininae Chang, 1963

Genus Rwgososchwagerina A. D. Miklukho-Maklay, 1959

Rugososchwagerina xanzensis \Wang, Sheng & Zhang

PI.8, fìg.2-6

1981 Rugosochruagerina xanzensis \{/ang, Sheng & Zhang, p. 54, 55,

pl. 6, fig. 1-3, 9, 10.

Material. Five tangential sections.
Discussion. The Surmaq specimens seem to be

more closely similar to Rugososchwagerina xanzensis lrom
South Tibet than the species of this genus known from
Europe and South West Asia in lower height of volution
of outer volutions, thicker spirotheca, and more weak-
ly fluted septa, though no axial sections were prepared.
Tightly coiled juvenile volutions with dense axial filling
are well developed, and they are common between the
two. These juvenile volutions are not so evident in Ru-
gososcbwagerina sp. A and R. sp. B as in this species.

Stratigraphic distribution. Rare to common in P-

3, N-2, and N-4 in the N-R section (Afgbanella schenclei

Zone), and in K-17 in the M-K section (the brse of ,4f
ghanella schenclei Zone).

Family Verbeekinidae Staff 8c \íedekind, 1910

Genus Armenina A. D. Miklukho-Maklav, 1955

Armenina karinae A. D. Miklukho-Maklay
Pl. 10, fig. 19-21

1.955 Armenina learínae A. D. Miklukho-Maklay, p. 5/6, fig. 1e, 1g.

Material. Two tangential and one sagittal sec-

tions.
Discussion. The relatively thick spirotheca and

well-developed parachomata of the present specimens

are identical with those of the type species of this genus

described from the Upper Permian of Transcaucasus by
A. D. Miklukho-Makl:ry (1955). Armenina wangi from
the Surmaq Formation and original ones from Guizhou
of South China by Sheng (1963) are similar to this spe-

cies,but Armenina r'langi has more well-developed para-

chomata.
Stratigraphic distribution. Common to rare in N-

l0/11 and R-10 in the N-R section (l'{eoscbwagerina oc-

cidentalis Zone).

Genus Verbeekina Staff, 1909

Verbeekina furnishi Skinner & Vildc
Pl.11, fig.5,6

1.966 Verbeeleina furnlslrl Skinner & \irìlde, p. 14, pl. 12, fig. 3-5; pl.
18, fig. i-4.

Material. Illusraied i*o rnr.g"ntial sections.
Discussion. Skinner Ec Vilde (1966) distinguished

Verbeekina of Sicily from V aerbeelei (Geinitz) by small-
er size in the corresponding volutions, fewer volutions,
thicker spirotheca, and more conspicuous parachomata.
The Surmaq specimens resemble V. furnishi from Sicily
in these characters.

Stratigraphic distribution. Common in N-10/11
and N-12 in the N-R section (Neoschzaagerina occiden-

talis Zone).

Verbeekina heimi Thompson & Foster

Pl. 10, fig.21-26; PI.11, fig. l-1

1937 Verbeekina heimiThompson & Foster, p. 137, 138, pl. 23, fig.1-
3; pl. 24, fìg. 5; pl. 26, fig. s, 6.

Material. Illustrated five axiai to nearly axial, and

two sagittal sections.
Discussion. Wrbeeleina heimi is closely similar to

PLATE 6

SkinnerelJa abadehensis Kobal.ashi & Ishii, n. sp. 1: holotype; others: paratypes, 1-'{, 7, 8: axial sections; 5, 6: sagittal sectìon, I

HMNS-561;2: HMNS-586; 3: HMNS-854; 4: HMNS-5814; 5: HMNS-5ZZB; 6: HMNS-5Z5, /: HMNS-5SOAI 8: HMNS-569, 3

K-1l: others from N-10. all x 10.

Fìo l-î
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V..oerbeeki (Geinitz), but the former is distinct from the
latter by thinner spirotheca, poorer chomata and more
rapidly expanding resr, as suggested by Thompson &
Foster (1937).

Stratigraphic distribution. Common to abundant
in N-4 in the N-R section (Afghanella schencki Zone), and
in K-12 and K-20 (Afghanella scbenclei Zone), and K-41
(Neoschwagerina haydeni Zone) in the M-K secrion.

Family Neoschwagerinidae Dunbar *. Condra, 1927

Subfamily Neoschwagerinidae Dunbar &. Condra, 1927

Genus l"[ eoschwagerina Yabe, 79A3

Neoschwagerina haydeni Dutkevich
Pl. 11, fig. 15,16

1931 Neoschtaagerina craticulifera var. haydeni Dutkevich, in Dutker-
ich and Khabekor', p. 94-99, pl. 2, fig. 6-8; pl. 3, fig. 1, 2.

Material. One axial and one oblique secrions are
illustrated.

Discussion. The diagnostic characters of the test
are uneasily understood from the original description
based on one tangential and three oblique secrions from
eastern Pamir. However, this species is generally thought
to be different from Neosch-e,agerina craticulifera (Schwa-
ger) by more well-developed septula and more volutions.
Neoschwagerina haycleni is related ro rhe Murgabian-Mid-
ian boundary in the Tethyan region. Biostratigraphic da-
ta, however, are incomplete in the Surmaq Formation ro
discuss this problem. This species, based on le ss number
of well-oriented thin secrions, differs from 11. occiden-
talis Kochansky-Devide 8c Ramovs and À/. cratìcuhfera
(Schwager) from the Surmaq Formation in having thicker
spirotheca and septula, and more massive parachomata.

Stratigraphic distribution. Common in R-O and
R-10 in the N-R secrion (lr,[eoschuagerina occidentalis
Zone), and K-41 in the M-K secrion (l',[eoschruagerina

haydeni Zone).

Neoschwagerina occídental is

Kochansky-Devide & Ramovs
Pl. 12, fig. 1a, lb, 2a, 2b, 3a, 3b, 4-1i

1955 Neoschuagerina occidenta/is Kochansky-Devide & Ramovs, p.
,+18, 419, pl. /, fig. 1-6.

Material. Illustrated nine axial, three sagittal, and
one parallel secrions.

Discussion. The form ratio, thickness of spirothe-
ca and septula, and development of transverse septula are
considerably variable in mrny specimens conrained in the
same limestone sample. Some of these differences are evi-
dently due to specimens of immature stage or abrasion of
outer volutions. Wide variations in the presenr specimens
are considered to be intraspecific. The Surmaq specimens
are the closest to and safely identical with Neoscbzuage-
rìna occidentulls originally described from the Murgabi-
an of Slovenia by Kochansky-Devide & Ramovs (1955),
and later described from the Murgabian of Croatia by
Kochansky-Devide (1965). However, exact size of rest,
number of volution, and biocharacters of ourermost parts
of test are obscure in most illustrated socimens from Slov-
enia and Croatia. Many other species of Neoscbwagerina
have been proposed from Mediterranean Sea regions and
South \íest Asia. Some of them are closely similar to and
thought to be junior s)rnonyms of N. occiclentalis as ex-
emplified by N. ventricosa and N. pinguis from Ti-rrkey
by Skinner (1969).

Stratigraphic distribution. Abundant ro common
in N-10/11, N-11, N-12, R-0, and R-10 in the N-R sec-
tron (N eoschwagerina o ccidentalis Zone).

Subfamily Sumatrjninae Silvestri, 1933

Genus Afgbanella Thompson, 1946

Afghanella schencki Thompson
Pl. 13, fìg. la, 1b, 2a, 2b,3-17,18a, l8b

1916 Afghanella schencki Thon.rpson, p. 153-154, pl. 25, fig. 1-12.

Material. Illustrated fifteen axial and three sagittal
sections, including one axial secrion of the microspheric
form (P1. 13, fig. 2a,2b).

Discussion. The Surmaq specimens are identical
with the original ones described from the Bamian Lime-
stone of Afghanistan by Thompson QgaQ and many
other ones, all of which have been reported from Prov-
inces A and B. Variable appeîrances of -.ny rest charac-
ters in the present specimens are thought to be intraspe-
cific variation.

Stratigraphic distribution. Abundant ro common
in P-,1, N-2, N-4, and N-5 (Afghanella scbencki Zone),

PLATE /

Sleinnere//a abadehensis Kobavashi & Ishii n. sp. All paratypes, 1: sagittal section; 2-5: axial sections; 6, Z: tangential sections, 1:

HMNS-852; 2: HMNS-525; 3: HMNS-523; 4: HMNS-5ZOA; s: HMNS-739; 6: HMNS-5/ZA, 7: HMNS-5ZOB; 1, 5: K-17;2,3:
N-2: .{. 6, 7: N-10. all x 10.

Frg. I-7
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and N-11 and N-12 (l{eoschu;agerina occidentalis Zone)
in the N-R secrion, and in K-L7,K-27, and K-35 in the
M-K section (Afghanella schencki Zone).

Afghanella sumatrinaeformis (Gubler )

Pl. 13, fig. 19-24,25a,25b

1935 Neoschuagerina sumatrinaeformis Gubler, p. 123-127, pl. 5, fig.
3, 4, 10, 17; pl. 7, f)9.2.

Material. Illustrated four axial, rwo sagirtal, and
one tangential sections.

Discussion. This species is distinguished from,4f
ghanella schencki by larger tesr and larger proloculus, and
longer height and length in corresponding volutions.

Stratigraphic distribution. Common to rare in
K-17,K-32/33, K-35, andK-37 in the M-K 5-^*i^- r1f
gbanella schenclei Zone).

Genus Sumatrina Yolz, 1,9A4

Sumatrina anna€ Volz

PÌ.11, fig.7-14

1,9A4 Sumatrina annae Yolz, p. 98-100, ftg.27-31.

Material. Two axial, five tangential, and one paral-
lel sections.

Discussion. This well-established species is thought
to be distinct from and ascendanr of Sumatrina longissima
Deprat in having smaller test, smaller proloculus, and less
well-developed transverse and axial septula.

Stratigraphic distribution. Common ro rare in
R-0 and R-10 of the Unit 7 (Neoschwagerina occidenta-
lis Zone), and R-26 of Unit 2 (Chwsenella abichi Zone)
in the N-R section.

Family Staffellidae A. D. Mikiukho-Maklay, 1949

Genus Sphaerulina Lee, 1934

Sphaerulina iranensis, n. sp.

Pl. 2, fig. 1 1-19

Origin of the name. After Iran where the Abadeh region is
distributed.

Type specimens. Holotl'pe HMNS-593A (Pl. 2, fig. i4). Para-

types HMNS-610A (Pl. 2 , fig. 11), HMNS-612A (P1. 2, fig. 12),

HMNS-603 (Pl. 2, fig. 13), HMNS-5e4A (Pl. 2, fig. 15), and HMNS-
823 (Pl. 2, fig. 16), HMNS-601B (Pl. 2 , fig. 1/), HMNS-6108 (Pl. 2,
fis. 18), and HMNS-601A (P1. 2, fig. 19).

Material. Illustrated six nearly axial, one sagittal, and two ran-
gential sections.

Diagnosis. Weakly-recrystallized subspherical species ol Spbaer
ulina conststrng of 6.5 to 7 volutions with two to three thickly lenticu-
lar inner volutions followed by minute proloculus.

Description. Test weakly recrystallized and consist-
ing of 6.5 to Z volutions. Subspherical test with smoorh
to slightly depressed polar regions, abour 1.55 to 1.82 mm
in length, about 1.44 to 1.71. mm in width, and about 1.0

to 1.2 in form ratio. Proloculus 0.04 (?) to O. 06 mm. In-
ner tìÀ/o to three volutions thickly lenticular and tightly
coiled. Later volutions expanding gradually and becom-
ing subspherical. Half length ?, ?, 0.30, A.49,0.62, and
0.82 mm; and height of volution 0.09 (?), 0.17 (?),0.26,
0.38,0.55, A.74 mm in the first to sixth volution of the
holotype. Septa plane and nor fluted throughout test.
Spirotheca rather thick in comparison with test size, and
of tectum and very finely alveolar keriotheca. T[nnel sin-
gle bordered by low and asymmetrical chomata.

Discussion. This new species is closely similar
to Spbaerulina croatid proposed by Kochansky-Devide
(1965) from Croatia in many respects. However, rhe
proloculus is smaller and juvenile lenticular volutions
are less developed in this ner/v species. The newly intro-
duced Sphaerwlina iranesis is distinguishable easily from
S. ellipsoiclalis originally decribed from Croatia by Ko-
chansky-Devide (1965) by smaller and more spherical
test, and from S. ogbinensis originally from Transcauca-
sus by Rozovskaya (1965) by smaller test and smaller
number of volution.

Stratigraphic distribution. Abundant ro common
in N-10/11, N-12, N-13, and R-0 in the N-R secrion
(Neoschwagerina occidentalis Zone), and K-1.7 in the M-
K section (Afgbanella schencki Zone).

Acknowledgements. \íe are grateful to rhree reviewers, Demir
Altineq Merlynd K. Nestell, and Galina P Pronina-Nestell for their
crrricaì rerdìng oI rhe mrnutcripr.

PLATE 8

Fig. 1 - Rugosocbwseneila sp. Oblique section, HMNS-24'tB, K-20, x 10.

Fìg. 2-6 - Rugososchuagerìna xanzensis \X/ang, Sheng & Zhang. Tengential sections, 2: HMNS-864; 3: HMNS-S56; .1: HMNS-8/8; 5: HMNS-
8/Z; 6: HMNS-940, 6: N-2; others from K-12, all x 10.

Ftg.7-12 - Chusenella bredpola (Chen). 7: parallel section; 8: sagitt:rl section; 9-1.2: rxttl sections, Z: HMNS-6388; 8: HMNS-6558; 9: HMNS-
644;1a: HMNS-649;11: HMNS-531; 12: HMNS-651 7,9,10, 12: R-11;8: R-14; t1: N-2, allx 10.

Fig. 13, 11 - Rugososchuagerina sp. A. 13: axial section, HMNS-953; l4: sagittal section, HMNS-546, both from N-5, x 10.

Fig. 15-19 - Rugososchu,agerina sp.B. 15-12: tangential sections, 18: parallel section; 19: sagittal section, 15: HMNS-/,15; 16: HMNS-747; 1/:
HMNS-246; 18: HMNS-242B; 19: HMNS-242A, all from K-20, x 10.
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PLATE 9

Fig. 1,2 - ChusenellaconicocylìndricaChen.Axialsect;ons, 1:HMNS-890; 2: HMNS-897,bothfromK-3/,x10.
Fig.3-14 - ChuseneÌla abichi (A. D. Miklukho-Maklay).3, 14: sagittal sectìons;4, 13: parallel secrions;5, 7-9: tangential sections; 6, IO-12:

axìal sections, 3: HMNS-910A (: Pl. 12, fig. 15) ; 4: HMNS-918; 5: HMNS-919A; 6: HMNS-912A; 7: HMNS-914, 8: HMNS-
926; 9: HMNS-929; 1.a: HMNS-928; 11: HMNS-921 (: Pl. 12, fig. 1a); 12: HMNS-912B; 13: HMNS-910B; 14: HMNS-9198, all
from L-16, x 10.

Fig. 15-26 - Chusenellabrez,ipola(Chen). 15-22,25,16:axialsections;23,2.1:tangentialsections, 15:HMNS-645;16: HMNS-641;12:HMNS-
639; 18: HlvlNS-/621 19: HMNS-638A;20: HMNS-643;21: HMNS-298; 22: HMNS-64a;23: HMNS-650C; 24: HMNS-650B: 25:
HMNS-6554;26: HMNS-650A; 15-17, 19,2A,22-21,26: R-11; 18: K-33;21: K-50;25:R-14, allx 10.

PLATE 10

Fig.1-16 - ChusenellasfuensisSheng.l,2,4-12,16:axialsections;3:parallelsecrion;13,15:sagittalsections;14:tangentialsecrion,l:HMNS-
90't;2: HMNS-905; 3: HMNS-724; 4: HMNS-292;5: HMNS-789A,6: HMNS-906, Z: HMNS-/72; 8: HMNS-295; 1O: HMNS-
6268;1,1: HMNS-S16; 12: HMNS-/96, 13:HMNS-792, 14:HMNS-S12; 15: HMNS-90281 16: HMNS-626A; 1,2,5,6,9, 15:N-
46147;3,7:K-36-37;4,8, 12, 1l: K-50; 10, 16: R-10; 11, 14: K-59, all x 10.

Fig. 12, 18 - Pseudod.oliolizasp.Tangential sections, 1Z:HMNS-63OD,R-10; 18: HMNS-5558,N-5,bothx1O.
Ftg. 19-21 - Armenina karinae A. D. Miklukho-Maklav. 19, 20: tangential secrions; 21: sagittal secrion, 19: HMNS-982; 20: HMNS-921; 21:

HMNS-929A, all from N-10/11, x 10.

Fig.22,23 - ArmeninauangiSheng. Axial sections,22: HMNS-59/A;23: HMNS-991, both from N-12, r 10.

Frg'21-26 - VerbeekinaheimiThompsontrFoster.Axial secrions,24:HMNS-869;25: HMNS-86/; 26:HMNS-S71,a\| ÍromK-12,x10.

Fig.1-4

Fig. 5, 6

Fig.7-14

Fìg. 15,16

Fig.17-19

r1g. I-1J

Fig. 11, 15

Fig. 16,17

PLATE 11

VerbeeÈina beimiThompson Ee Foster. 1, 2: axial sections; 3, ,t: sagittal secrions, 1: HMNS-857; 2: HMNS-858; 3: HMNS-825; 4:
HMNS-750, 1-3:K-1.7,4: K-20, all x 10.

Verbeeleina fwrnlsl:i Skinner St Vilde. Tangential sections, 5: HMNS-988; 6: HMNS-989, both from N-12, x iO.

Sumatrina annaeYolz. /, 8, 10, 11, 1'1: tangential sections; 9,12: axial sections; 13: parallel section, Z: HMNS-628A; 8: HMNS-
6324;9: HMNS-629A;10: HMNS-635A; 11:HMNS-7ZO; 12: HMNS-267;13: HMNS-6328;11: HMNS-636;7-10, 13,14: R-10;
1 1. 12: K-35. all x 10.

Neoschu,agerina haydeni Dutkevich. 15: axial section, HMNS -779,K-41.;16: oblique section, HMNS-625, R-10, bottr x 10.

Neoschuagerina craticulifera (Schnager). 12, 18: axial secrions; 19: sagittal section, 17: HMNS-985; 18: HMNS-990; 19: HMNS-
592,allÎromN-12, 1Za, 18, 19:x fi;17b:x25.

PLATE 12

Neoschuagerina occìdentalis Kochansky-Devìde & Ramovs. 1-5,7, 8, 1.1, 1,2: axial secrions; 6, 13: parallel sections; 9, 1O: sagittal
sections, 1: HMNS-614; 2: HMNS-588; 3: HMNS-565; ,1: HMNS-591; 5: HMNS-563; 6: HMNS-610; z: HMNS-613; 8: HMNS-
590; 9: HMNS-561A; 10: HMNS-S84A; 11: HMNS-572; 12: HMNS-568; 13: HMNS-S97c; r, 6, z: R-o; 2, 4, 8, 13: N-12; 3, 5, 9,
11, 12: N-10/11; 10: N-11; 7a-3a,4-13: x 1O; 1b-3b: x25.

ChusenelÌa abichi (A. D. Miklukho-Maklay). 14: HMNS-921 (the same specimen shown in Pl. 9, fig. 14), x 25; 15: HMNS-910A
(the same specimen shown in PI.9, fig. 3),x25.
Eopolydiexodinapersica (Kahler). 16: HMNS-5188 (the same specimen shown in Pl. 4, fig. 3a, 3b), x 3O; 1Z: HMNS-521 (the same
specimen shown in Pl. a, fig. .la, 4b), x 30.

PLAIE 13

Fig. 1-18 - Afgbanella scbencki Thompson. 1, 3-15: axial sections of the megalospheric form; 2: axial section of the microspheric form; 16-18:
sagittal sections, 1: HMNS-964; 2: HMNS-589; 3: HMNS-952; 4: HMNS-526; 5: HMNS-967; 6: HMNS-852; Z: HMNS-962; 8:
HMNS-531; 9: HMNS-957; 10: HMNS-959; 11: HMNS-826; 12: HMNS-851; 13: HMNS-941;1.4: HMNS-822; 15: HMNS-554;
16: HMNS-949; 1Z: HMNS-966;18: HMNS-965;1,3, 5,7,9,1A,15-18: N-5; 2: N-12; ,{,8, 13: N-2;6, 11, 12, 14:K-1,t;|a,2a,3-
17,18a: x 10; 1b, 18b: x25;2b: x 4A.

Frg. 19-25 - Afgbanellasumatrinaeformls (Gubler). 19,20: sagittal sections, 21-23,25: axial sections;24: rangential secrion, 19: HMNS-888;20:
HMNS-885; 21: HMNS-884; 22: HMNS-883; 23: HMNS-233; 24: HMNS-892;25: HMNS-880; 21:K-17; others from K-37; 19-
24, 25a: x 1 Or 25b: x 25.
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